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ABSTRACT: Nonvalence states of neutral molecules (Rydberg
states) play important roles in nonadiabatic dynamics of excited
states. In anions, such nonadiabatic transitions between non-
valence and valence states have been much less explored even
though they are believed to play important roles in electron
capture and excited state dynamics of anions. The aim of this
Feature Article is to provide an overview of recent experimental
observations, based on time-resolved photoelectron imaging, of
valence to nonvalence and nonvalence to valence transitions in
anions and to demonstrate that such dynamics may be common-
place in the excited state dynamics of molecular anions and cluster
anions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Valence orbitals define molecular bonding and are therefore
often considered the most important from a chemical
perspective. But not all electrons occupy such orbitals. At the
high-binding energy end of the scale, core electrons define the
constituent atoms that make up molecules; at the very low
binding-energy end, electronic states are associated with long-
range potentials present in molecules. In neutral molecules, the
Coulombic −r−1 potential can bind an electron to its positive
core. As the −r−1 potential is a long-range potential, electrons
that are weakly bound in such a potential are on average far
away from the molecular cationic core. There is very little
interaction with the cationic molecular core and, consequently,
the nonvalence electronic states are essentially hydrogenic and
form an infinite Rydberg series converging to the ionization
limit. While Rydberg states have been a playground for
physicists because of their remarkable properties including
colossal polarizability and size,1,2 they also play important roles
in chemistry and in excited state dynamics.3 Rydberg states
often interact strongly with valence states to dictate the shape
of their adiabatic potential energy surfaces and can partake in
ultrafast internal conversion dynamics via conical intersections
with valence states. The role of Rydberg states in ultrafast
dynamics have been extensively discussed and studied. In stark
contrast, the role of nonvalence states in the ultrafast internal
conversion dynamics of anions has, until very recently, been
effectively uncharted. The purpose of this Feature Article is to
describe our recent efforts to bring to the fore the roles
nonvalence states can play in the excited state dynamics of
anions, be they photoexcited or electron-excited.
While a Rydberg electron is bound by the −r−1 potential,
this Coulombic potential is not present in an anion. Instead,
weaker and shorter-range potentials are present, which can
nevertheless bind an excess electron to the neutral core. For
example, a neutral molecule possessing a large permanent
dipole moment can bind an electron if, theoretically, the
magnitude of the dipole moment |μ| > 1.625 D.4−12
Experimentally, it has been found that the dipole moment
should be |μ| ≳ 2.5 D. Much like a Rydberg state, the wave
function of a dipole-bound state (DBS) has most of its
amplitude away from the neutral molecular core. However, the
DBS orbital is directional and is localized on the positive end
of μ. Because of the much weaker and shorter-range potential
compared to a Rydberg state, there is typically only a single-
bound DBS with a binding energy on the order of a few to a
few hundred millelectronvolts that generally scales with |μ| of
the neutral.
Beyond the e−−μ interaction, an excess electron can also be
bound by higher order multipole moments. For example,
quadrupole-bound states (QBS) have been predicted to exist
in certain molecules and they have been recently observed
experimentally.13−15 A particularly interesting case is 1,4-
dicyanocyclohexane anion for which a cis-conformer supports a
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DBS and the ee-conformer supports a QBS.15 An excess
electron can also be bound in a nonvalence state by correlation
forces. The most prominent example of such a nonvalence
correlation-bound state (CBS) is predicted in C60
−, with the
nonvalence orbital extending well-beyond the valence orbital
system of C60.
16−19 Generally, however, it is a combination of
all binding forces (dipole, mutipole, exchange, correlation) that
leads to nonvalence state binding. For example, while a DBS
may be dominated by the e−−μ interaction, correlation forces
will also contribute and nonvalence states are generally
assigned as DBS, QBS, or CBS depending on which of the
forces dominate.
As the binding energy of nonvalence states in anions is
typically very small, the nonvalence states lie energetically very
close to the detachment threshold and the involvement of
nonvalence states in excited state dynamics is therefore likely
to arise when the valence excited states lie near this threshold.
This is the case in a number of conjugated organic molecules.
Because of the energetic proximity of the nonvalence state to
the detachment threshold, nonvalence states are also important
in electron capture of low energy electrons.20−24 For example,
it has been theorized that DBS act as a doorway to molecular
anion formation in the interstellar medium.25−27 Below, both
cases of nonvalence participation in excited state dynamics and
in electron capture are discussed.
2. PHOTOELECTRON IMAGING: AN IDEAL PROBE
FOR NONVALENCE STATES
One of the most useful experimental methods for probing
nuclear and electronic structure and dynamics of isolated
molecules is photoelectron (PE) spectroscopy28,29 and its
time-resolved variant.30,31 Photodetachment from anions is
particularly convenient because the energy required to remove
an electron from an anion is typically much lower than that for
a neutral.29 As photodetachment is essentially instantaneous,
measurement of the electron kinetic energy, eKE, provides a
direct measure of the energy difference between an initial
anionic potential energy surface and a final neutral potential
energy surface at the instantaneous geometry of the anion. The
Franck−Condon factors determine relative intensities of
vibrational levels and inform about the structural differences
between the anion and neutral. In a time-resolved measure-
ment, an initial short (femtosecond) pump pulse generates a
nonequilibrium ensemble on an excited state potential energy
surface whose evolution can be monitored using a second
probe femtosecond pulse.31,32 The time-resolved PE spectra
contain both structural information (through changing
Franck−Condon factors) and electronic state information
through Koopmans correlations and energetic arguments.33 In
addition to the eKE spectrum, the use of PE imaging (i.e.,
velocity-map imaging34) yields PE angular distributions
(PADs). These are sensitive to the orbital from which the
electron was detached and, hence, together with the PE
spectra, the PADs give information about the electronic
character of the excited states being probed.35−40 PADs are
usually quantified using the anisotropy parameter, β2, which
has limiting values of +2, for a cos2 θ distribution of the
electron emission relative to the polarization axis of the light,
and −1 for a sin2 θ distribution.41 Values between these two
limiting cases introduce isotropy and when β2 = 0, the
distribution is purely isotropic. For a two-photon transition (as
in pump−probe spectroscopy), an additional anisotropy
parameter, β4, is required because the first photon can induce
alignment in the excitation. For all the data presented below, β4
was measured but found to be essentially zero and so will not
be discussed here.
While anion PE spectroscopy has been a powerful tool to
probe anionic dynamics in a range of molecular systems, it has
a particular sensitivity to nonvalence states. Because non-
valence states are weakly bound to the neutral core and have
their electron density located predominantly outside of
valence-electron density, the potential energy surface asso-
ciated with the nonvalence state is very similar to that of the
neutral core. This then dictates that the Franck−Condon
factors are effectively diagonal and the resulting PE spectrum is
spectrally very narrow.42−47 Moreover, as the nonvalence
orbital is much like a diffuse s-type atomic orbital, the PADs
associated with photodetachment from a nonvalence state are
distinctly aligned along the polarization axis of the probe pulse,
β2→ +2. Finally, photodetachment from nonvalence states can
have very large cross sections. The photodetachment cross-
section becomes large when the size of the nonvalence orbital
is similar to the de Broglie wavelength, λdB, of the outgoing
electron.42 For a 1.5 eV electron, λdB = 1.0 nm, which is
comparable to the spatial extent of a typical nonvalence anionic
orbital. Given that the nonvalence state is weakly bound, the
production of an electron with eKE = 1.5 eV requires a photon
of hv ∼ 1.5 eV, which is perfectly suited to Ti:sapphire lasers
that have a fundamental output at hv = 1.55 eV (800 nm) and
have been the workhorse of time-resolved spectroscopy.
The anions in our laboratory are produced either by
electrospray ionization39,48 or by electron impact ionization in
a molecular beam.49 An overview of our electrospray
instrument is shown in Figure 1. Electrosprayed ions are
thermalized to ∼300 K in a trap while anions produced in a
molecular beam are colder but typically with a nonthermal
distribution. Anions produced using either method are then
injected into a time-of-flight mass-spectrometer. At the focus of
the mass-spectrometer, a specific ion packet of known mass is
subjected to light from an Nd:YAG pumped OPO or derived
from a Ti:sapphire laser. The former allows easy tunability over
the range 0.5 < hv < 6.2 eV with laser pulses of ∼5 ns duration,
while the latter offers short pulses with <50 fs duration.
Electrons detached following the light-anion interaction are
velocity-mapped in an imaging PE spectrometer.34,50 PE
imaging has important benefits over many other electron
spectrometers, including: a near-unit collection efficiency of
the electrons; the direct access to PADs as well as spectra; and
a high sensitive to low energy electrons, which turns out to be
very important in understanding the decay mechanism from
nonvalence states. Full details of the experimental arrange-
ments have been given elsewhere.39,48
By scanning hv across the continuum and measuring PE
spectra at each hv, a 2D map of the PE signal as a function of
both hv and eKE can be constructed. Such 2D PE spectra are
particularly informative about the dynamics of anion
resonances that are subject to autodetachment as well as
competing nuclear dynamics. 2D PE spectroscopy represents
the optical analogue of 2D electron energy loss spectroscopy
(2D EELS)51 with the important advantages that PE imaging
also provides 2D PADs,52−54,38,40,55 that time-resolved PE
imaging can track the dynamics of electron-impact resonan-
ces,53,54,56 and that it enables the study of mass-selected
clusters.57−61,49,62 The combination of 2D PE imaging and
time-resolved PE imaging has been key to understanding the
spectroscopy and dynamics of nonvalence states in anions and
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our early efforts in developing this methodology have been
recently reviewed.63
3. VALENCE TO NONVALENCE DYNAMICS
3.1. Open-Shell Cluster Anions. The involvement of
nonvalence states in the nonadiabatic dynamics of valence
excited states was first observed in the radical anion cluster of
coenzyme Q0, (CQ0)2
−.57 CQ0 is biologically relevant
derivative of para-benzoquinone, which have been of interest
because of their electron accepting abilities that are mediated
by ultrafast internal conversion dynamics between valence-
localized resonances.52,64 Excitation of (CQ0)2
− to a π*
resonance just above the detachment threshold showed
unexpected structure in the PE signal peaking near eKE = 0
eV, across a range of photon energies (Figure 2a). Very low
energy PE signal is commonly taken as evidence of thermionic
emission in which the ground electronic state of the anion is
recovered and electrons are statistically emitted on a long
(microsecond to millisecond) time scale.65,66 However, as
thermionic emission is statistical in nature, its kinetic energy
distribution should be Boltzmann-like,67 which is in stark
contradiction to the PE spectra shown in Figure 2a. The origin
of the structure in the low energy PE signal was uncovered by
measuring the time-resolved PE spectra following excitation to
π* resonances that are located near the detachment threshold.
These data are shown in Figure 2b, following excitation at 3.10
eV and a probe at 1.05 eV. Note that we also performed the
experiment with a 1.55 eV probe, but the probe accessed a
resonance leading to additional dynamics. At early times, the
pump−probe PE signal is broad and consistent with
photodetachment from a valence resonance in which the
excited state surface is different to the neutral surface leading
to a broad Franck−Condon window. The data taken at hvprobe
= 1.55 eV offered better time resolution and showed the broad
feature more pronouncedly than in Figure 2b, but it also led to
additional dynamics that complicated the analysis of the low
eKE peak. As time progresses, the broad PE feature sharpens,
leaving a spectrally narrow peak at eKE ∼ hvprobe. Moreover,
the PAD associated with this narrow peak had an anisotropic
distribution peaking along the polarization axis as shown in
Figure 2c. As discussed above, a narrow spectral distribution,
small binding energy, and predominantly p-wave angular
momentum following photodetachment, all point to the
formation of a nonvalence state. This nonvalence state PE
signal then decayed with a lifetime of ∼2 ps.
In addition to the appearance and decay of PE signal in the
pump−probe experiments, the probe also leads to a decrease in
the structured signal observed at low eKE (Figure 2b). As a
function of pump−probe delay, this bleached signal recovers
with the same lifetime as the nonvalence state decays. Hence,
this shows that the signal at low-eKE arises from the
nonvalence state. The electron ejection mechanism involves
autodetachment as the total energy of the system remains
above the adiabatic energy. Because the autodetachment
lifetime of the nonvalence state is ∼2 ps, the mechanism is
nonstatistical. But where does the structure in the autodetach-
ment spectrum come from?
First, we consider the nature of the nonvalence state.
Ground state calculations on both the anion and neutral
showed that the lowest energy structures of the clusters had |μ|
> 5 D. Hence, the most likely nonvalence state would be a
DBS and indeed calculations did find a DBS in the cluster.
Returning to the origin of the structure at low eKE, for this to
be observed would suggest that the autodetachment was
promoted by specific vibrational modes. Theory and experi-
ment have shown that the propensity rule in autodetachment
from a nonvalence state to form the neutral is to lose one
quantum of vibrational energy, Δv = −1.68,69 The root of the
rule comes from the near-diagonal Franck−Condon factors
between the two surfaces, as shown in Figure 3. Hence, if
specific vibrational modes lead to autodetachment, then the PE
spectrum can show vibrational structure associated with these
vibrations. The vibrations that promote autodetachment have
been considered in detail by Simons68 and, in a zeroth-order
picture, can be thought of as those vibrations that are strongly
coupled to the DBS orbital. As the DBS is bound by μ, it is the
vibrations that strongly modulate μ (i.e., IR active modes) that
are the prime candidates. For (CQ0)2
−, because the cluster is
large and with many low-frequency modes, there were many
possible modes that satisfied this criterion such that the
identification of specific modes was impossible. An overall
picture of the dynamics is provided in Figure 4, showing the
origin of the initial broad distribution for a valence-localized
resonance that then leads to the narrow distribution of the
nonvalence state and its subsequent autodetachment.
Figure 1. Schematic of anion photoelectron (PE) imaging
spectrometer. Ions are generated by electospray ionization (ESI)
and transferred into vacuum through a transfer capillary (TC). The
ions enter a pair of ring-electrode ion guides (IG), which terminates
in an ion trap (IT). Ions are ejected from the trap into a Wiley−
MacLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer (WM-tof). At the focus of
the mass-spectrometer, mass-selected ions are intersected with light
producing a PE cloud. The remaining anion beam is monitored on a
multichannel plate (MCP) detector, while the electrons are directed
using a velocity-map imaging (VMI) spectrometer onto a position
sensitive detector. A charge-coupled device (CCD) captures the PE
impacts and PE images are accumulated over many laser-shots. The
pressures in various regions are indicated.
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Very similar valence to nonvalence dynamics to those seen
in (CQ0)2
− were seen in the radical anion trimer of para-
toluquinone, (pTQ)3
−.59 An overview of the results are shown
in Figure 5. Excitation to the analogous π* resonances led to a
similar, structured low eKE spectrum in the one-color PE
spectra just above the adiabatic detachment energy. In the time
domain, initial dynamics were characterized by a broad
transient PE spectrum that is representative of a valence-
localized excited state (associated with the π* resonance) that
then evolves rapidly into a narrow spectral feature with eKE ∼
hvprobe and with a PAD characteristic of a nonvalence state.
Concomitant to this, the structured low-eKE feature was
bleached by the probe, showing that the nonvalence state
decays by vibrational autodetachment. The dynamics followed
a similar picture, as shown in Figure 4. However, a key
Figure 2. Valence to nonvalence dynamics in (CQ0)2
−. (a) Photoelectron (PE) spectra taken at a number of photon energies showing a common
structured PE spectrum. (b) Representative time-resolved PE spectra following excitation to π* resonances at three different delays, showing a
broad PE spectrum at the earliest times, which rapidly evolves into a narrow PE spectrum at eKE ∼ hvprobe = 1.05 eV (assigned to photodetachment
from a nonvalence state). This signal then decays at longer times. Concomitant to these dynamics is depletion of the signal shown in (a) which
recovers over time. (c) Representative time-resolved raw PE images (from which data in (b) is derived), showing the evolution of the PE images
and anisotropy associated with the nonvalence state. Vertical double arrows indicate the polarization axis.
Figure 3. Schematic showing origin of Δv = −1 autodetachment
propensity rule. The potential energy surfaces of the neutral and
nonvalence state are parallel and offset by the binding energy of the
nonvalence state. Vibrational levels of the nonvalence state decay by
detaching an electron leaving the neutral with one less quantum of
vibrational energy.
Figure 4. Schematic describing valence to nonvalence dynamics. At t ∼ 0, a valence resonance is excited by hvpump and probed with hvprobe. The
resulting photoelectron (PE) spectrum is broad because of the differing geometries of the resonance and neutral. At t > 0, the resonance converts to
the nonvalence state, leading to a narrow PE spectrum as the energy gap between nonvalence state and neutral is (relatively) invariant on geometry.
At t ≫ 0, mode-specific vibrational autodetachment commences and leads to a structured PE spectrum at low eKE.
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difference between (CQ0)2
− and (pTQ)3
− is that the latter
does not appear to have a sufficiently large permanent dipole
moment to support a DBS. Extensive structural searches
indicated that the dipole moment in either the neutral or anion
geometries was |μ| < 1.2 D. Nevertheless, our calculations did
show that a nonvalence state exists in the cluster anions, with
correlation as the dominant nonvalence binding force. Hence,
while the dipole moment (and quadrupole moment)
contributes to the overall binding of the nonvalence state, it
is predominantly a nonvalence CBS and the study served as the
first direct experimental observation of such a state. Figure 5d
shows the nonvalence CBS orbital calculated for this cluster.
3.2. Bioactive Chromophore Anions. While the above
dynamics have been observed in molecular clusters, it would
seem logical that similar processes could also occur in purely
covalent molecular anions. In particular, whenever valence
excited states are located near the detachment threshold, such
valence to nonvalence internal conversion dynamics could be
operable as long as the corresponding neutral has a sufficiently
large dipole (or multipole) moment. It turns out that a number
of interesting molecular anions have such an electronic
structure, including anionic chromophores of photoactive
proteins, several of which have their S1(ππ*) state close to
the adiabatic detachment energy. Examples include the para-
HBDI chromophore in green fluorescent protein (GFP)70,71
and the para-cinnamate chromophore in photoactive yellow
protein (PYP). However, time-resolved PE spectroscopy of the
model chromophore in GFP72 and a model chromophore of
PYP73 showed no evidence for internal conversion to a
nonvalence state. Very recently though, we showed evidence
for participation of a nonvalence state in a slightly different
derivative of the PYP chromophore.74
A selection of the time-resolved PE spectra for the
deprotonated methyl ester of para-coumaric acid (pCEs−,
Figure 6) following excitation at hv = 2.83 eV and probing at
hv = 1.55 eV is shown in Figure 6.74 The excitation energy was
chosen to coincide with the adiabatic detachment energy
(measured to also be 2.83 eV). At early times, the PE spectrum
is relatively broad, indicative of a valence-localized state (i.e.,
the S1(ππ*) state). This shifts toward lower eKE and broadens
with time and reflects the geometric change taking place on the
excited state surface. Specifically, excitation leads to a
weakening of the conjugated trans configuration of pCEs−,
which results in rotation of the central bonds. Indeed, the
dynamics of the PE spectra are similar to those observed for
the GFP chromophore anion.72 However, the time-resolved PE
spectra also reveal a narrow feature at eKE ∼ hvprobe, which
becomes more apparent at t > 1 ps in Figure 6. The PADs
again point to this peak being a nonvalence state. But, unlike in
the cluster cases, where essentially all population was
transferred from valence to nonvalence states, in pCEs−, it
appears that only a fraction is transferred to a nonvalence state.
Hence, the wavepacket on the S1(ππ*) state bifurcates with
some population remaining on the valence state and
undergoing excited state isomerization, while the rest of the
population becomes trapped in the nonvalence state. The
subsequent decay of the nonvalence state is similar to that in
clusters and proceeds by vibrational autodetachment on a time
Figure 5. Valence to nonvalence dynamics in (pTQ)3
−. (a)
Photoelectron (PE) spectrum taken averaged over a number of
photon energies near threshold, showing a common structured PE
spectrum. (b) Representative time-resolved PE spectra following
excitation to π* resonances at three different delays, showing a broad
PE spectrum at the earliest times, which rapidly evolves into a narrow
PE spectrum (assigned to photodetachment from a nonvalence state)
and then decays at longer times. Concomitant to these dynamics is
depletion of the signal shown in (a) which recovers over time. (c)
Integrated PE signal over regions indicated in (b), with the blue
representing the pump−probe signal and the red the bleached low
energy signal shown in (a). (d) Nonvalence orbital, which is
dominated by correlation forces.
Figure 6. Valence to nonvalence dynamics in pCEs−. (a) Molecular
structure of pCEs−. (b) Representative time-resolved photoelectron
(PE) spectra flowing excitation to the bright S1(ππ*) state.
Isomerization dynamics on the S1(ππ*) state surface leads to a red
shift of the PE signal (blue arrow). Concomitant to this, a narrow PE
signal appears at eKE ∼ hvprobe = 1.55 eV, which subsequently decays.
This narrow signal arises from photodetachment from the nonvalence
state of pCEs−. (c) Molecular orbitals associated with the valence
S1(ππ*) and the nonvalence dipole-bound states.
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scale of ∼3 ps. The valence state population remains on the
excited state surface for longer and also decays by autodetach-
ment with a lifetime of ∼45 ps. Again, the pictorial
representation of the dynamics in Figure 4 is mostly valid,
with some modifications required to incorporate the
bifurcation of the excited state wavepacket.
The observation of internal conversion from a valence to a
nonvalence state in pCEs− presents the first observation of
such a transition in a closed-shell molecular anion. It is enabled
by the energetic proximity of the S1(ππ*) state to the
detachment threshold and therefore also nonvalence states.
While this proximity may appear to be a fortuitous
coincidence, it is in fact a relatively common feature of many
conjugated organic anions of biological relevance. The
detachment threshold of many phenolate derivatives lies
around 2−3 eV,38 which is also in the range of the S1(ππ*)
state. Moreover, the S1(ππ*)← S0 transition has a quite broad
spectral range because of the difference in geometry between
S0 and S1. Hence, the coincidence is perhaps not that
fortuitous. Indeed, we have now seen internal conversion
between valence and nonvalence states in other conjugated
organic anions, which will be reported on in the near future.
3.3. Valence to Nonvalence Transition Mechanism. In
the above, we have demonstrated that valence π* resonances
can form nonvalence states. However, we have not commented
in detail on the mechanism. When a nonadiabatic transition
between two electronic states is observed that occurs on a
subpicosecond time scale, a conical intersection is generally
invoked to explain such a transition.75 We have done the same
in the above work and this is likely to be a valid picture for the
dynamics described above. For example, in pCEs−, our
calculations could identify possible geometric changes that
could facilitate a conical intersection.74 One involved a
crossing of the S1(ππ*) surface with the DBS surface along
the Franck−Condon active vibrational mode, while another
along an internal rotation coordinate associated with the
isomerization occurring on the S1(ππ*) surface. Unfortunately,
the experiments could not verify which, if any, is correct.
However, in the spirit of a Feature Article, we also put forward
here an alternative mechanism that could facilitate the
nonadiabatic transition from valence to nonvalence states.
In all cases presented above, the valence state is a π*
resonance and therefore autodetachment from this resonance
is an open channel. Moreover, as the valence resonance is
energetically close to the adiabatic detachment energy of the
anion, the kinetic energy of the outgoing electron is likely to be
small. Hence, as autodetachment proceeds, the partial wave
(predominantly of s-character at low eKE because of the
centrifugal barrier76) leaves the neutral core. As it does so, μ
and/or correlation forces may be sufficiently large to
“recapture” the electron on its way out into a nonvalence
state. In essence, this is similar to the reverse process of
electron capture through nonvalence states that is discussed
below. Such a mechanism is different to internal conversion
through a conical intersection because it also involves the
detachment continuum.
4. NONVALENCE TO VALENCE DYNAMICS
4.1. Nonvalence States in Electron Attachment to a
Molecule. In the above, direct time-resolved spectroscopic
evidence for valence to nonvalence transitions were presented.
But if the nonadiabatic coupling between a valence and
nonvalence state is large to enable such a transition, then the
reverse transition of nonvalence to valence should also be
possible. This is believed to be an important mechanism in
electron capture where a nonvalence state can serve as a
“doorway” state for a slow incoming electron leading to a
valence-bound anion.20,22,25 As the doorway nonvalence state
is a transient species, time-resolved PE spectroscopy is ideally
suited to capture spectroscopic signatures of such dynamics. As
a source of slow electrons, Johnson and workers have shown
that iodide, I−, can be very useful.77−83 Specifically, iodide
clusters with neutral molecules, I−·M, exhibit charge-transfer
bands in which the charge is injected from the iodide into the
neutral M. Perhaps the best known example is when M is a
water cluster in which case the charge-transfer band is called a
charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) band.82 The CTTS state
has an orbital that is supported by the instantaneous combined
dipole moment of the water molecules and therefore can be
thought of as a DBS.84 In water, this then leads to the
formation of a hydrated electron,85−87 but the same principles
extend to situations where M is a simple molecule. A
particularly elegant example of dynamics was reported by the
Neumark group for M = nitromethane,88 and they have since
applied this method to probe electron attachment dynamics to
nucleobases.89−92 In certain nucleobases, a DBS serves as the
doorway state that then evolves into valence states of the
nucleobase; this work has been reviewed recently and the
reader is referred to this this for more details.92 Here, we focus
on work in our group probing the electron capture dynamics
through the nonvalence CBS in hexafluorobenzene, C6F6, to
form the valence-bound anion, C6F6
−.24
The work was motivated by a computational study by Voora
and Jordan who showed that a nonvalence CBS state of C6F6
−
can adiabatically lead to the formation of the valence-bound
C6F6
−.23 Neutral C6F6 is planar and, thus, the nonvalence CBS
has a planar neutral core associated with it. In contrast,
valence-bound C6F6
− has the excess electron in a valence
orbital, which causes a Jahn−Teller distortion that leads to a
buckled nuclear geometry.23,49,93 Hence, the geometric
coordinate adiabatically connecting the nonvalence CBS to
the valence-bound anion is this out-of-plane buckling
coordinate. Experimentally, the nonvalence CBS can be
accessed by charge transfer from iodide in the I−·C6F6 cluster
because C6F6 in the cluster has a planar geometry and is
essentially neutral with most of the charge residing on the
iodide. We generated the cluster anion in a molecular beam
source and used femtosecond pulses at 3.10 eV to excite to the
charge-transfer state. Our calculations show that this charge-
transfer state has the appearance of the nonvalence CBS,
suggesting that, indeed, the nonvalence state is initially
populated. The dynamics were subsequently probed using
1.55 eV, and the results are reproduced in Figure 7.24
The time-resolved PE spectrum is shown in Figure 7a. At
early times, a narrow PE feature is observed centered at eKE =
1.10 eV. This feature decays very rapidly (within the time-
resolution of the experiment, ∼40 fs) and appears to shift to
lower eKE and broaden substantially. At about 180 fs, the PE
signal in the range 0.25 < eKE < 0.60 eV is no longer visible,
but it then returns at ∼300 fs before disappearing again and
reappearing. The dynamics associated with this signal (PE
signal integrated over 0.25 < eKE < 0.60 eV range) is shown in
Figure 7c and clearly shows this oscillation. The oscillation can
be fit to a decaying cosine function with a frequency of 121
cm−1 (period is 275 fs) but required a phase shift of −0.6
radians (equivalent to ∼30 fs). The measured frequency of the
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oscillation matches the vibrational mode that leads to a
buckling of C6F6 and the time-resolved PE spectrum can be
explained using the potential energy surfaces shown in Figure
8. At early times, the nonvalence CBS is formed leading to a
narrow PE spectrum. As time evolves, the system begins to
buckle. As it does, the energy of the valence state of C6F6
−
decreases while that of the neutral C6F6 final state increases.
Hence, a decrease in eKE is observed in the dynamic PE
spectra. At the outer turning point of the buckling coordinate,
the probe (hv = 1.55 eV) does not have enough energy to
access the neutral and the PE signal disappears. It then returns
to the inner turning point (i.e., mostly planar) and the PE
signal returns as the eKE increases, before disappearing again
at the outer turning point. The amplitude of the oscillation
decreases predominantly because internal vibrational redis-
tribution (IVR) of energy takes place and the dominant
buckling vibration leaks into the many other modes of the
anion. IVR also leads to the appearance of the signal at low
eKE (<0.2 eV), which comes about from the excitation of
excited valence states of C6F6
− by the probe.49
The only aspect that remains to be explained is the phase-
shift required to fit the oscillatory dynamics of the valence state
of the anion (Figure 7c). The 30 fs corresponds to a delay in
the formation of the valence state and thus likely corresponds
to the transition from nonvalence to valence states of C6F6
−.
Indeed, close inspection of the PADs in Figure 7b provides
some evidence for this. At early times, the PE spectrum
associated with the nonvalence CBS has a PAD that is
characterized by β2 ∼ 1. Signal at lower eKE has a PAD
characterized by β2 ∼ 2. The latter corresponds to the β2
measured (and expected) for detachment from the valence
state of C6F6
−.49 For a nonvalence state, β2 is typically around
1 and so the change in β2 is a direct measure of the change in
molecular orbital from the nonvalence CBS to the valence state
of C6F6
−. In fact, the 30 fs shift is also apparent in the time-
resolved PE spectra as a slight shift with respect to t = 0 as
shown in Figure 7a.
4.2. Nonvalence States in Electron Attachment to
Clusters. As already commented on above, clusters are an
important case of electron capture, in part because they
provide a link to the bulk. The most-studied example is that of
electrons injected into water, which has been studied by
Neumark and co-workers using time-resolved PE spectroscopy
of I−·(H2O)n.
85,87,94,95 However, evidence for electron capture
can also be found in the PE spectra of homomolecular
clusters.49,62,96 Figure 9 shows the 2D PE spectra of
(C6F6)n
−.62 Two direct detachment channels are apparent in
the PE spectroscopy of C6F6
−. The first leads to the formation
of the neutral ground state. This is a broad feature because the
Figure 7. Dynamics in I−C6F6 following charge-transfer excitation. (a)
Time-resolved photoelectron (PE) spectra probed at hvprobe = 1.55 eV
as a false-color intensity plot with t = 0 indicated by a vertical dashed
line. (b) Time-resolved anisotropy parameters, β2 (blacked-out
regions have a PE signal <4% of signal in (a)). (c) Integrated PE
signal (open circles) over spectral windows indicated by the
correspondingly colored square brackets in (a). Fits are shown in
solid lines.
Figure 8. Schematic of dynamics in I−C6F6. Excitation of I
−(5p) with
hvpump accesses a charge-transfer state that represents the nonvalence
state of C6F6
−. The hvprobe leads to a narrow photoelectron (PE)
spectrum. This nonvalence correlation-bound state then evolves on a
30 fs time scale into the valence state of C6F6
−, through an out-of-
plane bucking coordinate associated with a Jahn−Teller distortion.
The butterfly mode has a period of 275 fs. With hvprobe, the PE
spectrum at the inner turning point (planar) leads to a broad PE
spectrum. With high eKE and at the outer turning point, no PE is
seen.
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valence state of C6F6
− has a geometry very different from that
of C6F6 (i.e., the Jahn−Teller distortion). A second direct
detachment channel can be seen around hv ∼ 4 eV. This
corresponds to the formation of the neutral in its first triplet
excited state, T1, with a third channel corresponding to the T2
state. In the clusters, these direct detachment channels are also
visible, however, for n ≥ 2, an additional feature at low eKE is
seen when the T1 channel becomes available. As highlighted in
the above discussions, low eKE PE signal is seen when a
resonance is excited that leads to vibrational autodetachment
or thermionic emission. However, in (C6F6)n
−, there is no
evidence that a resonance is excited, and even if there was, why
would the appearance of low eKE signal be correlated with the
opening of the T1 channel? The latter point is particularly
puzzling at first glance because in forming the final state of the
neutral, the electron has already departed and so how can it
lead to low eKE PE signal?
The only reasonable explanation we could arrive at was that
this low eKE signal arises from recapture of the outgoing PE by
a nonvalence state of the cluster. Specifically, the charge is
quite localized on a C6F6 monomer in the (C6F6)n
− cluster so
that a departing electron will “see” a number of neutral
(planar) C6F6 molecules, which we have shown in the previous
section can accept low energy electrons through their
nonvalence CBS. But why is the nonvalence CBS not involved
for the S0 channel but it is for the T1/T2 channel? The PADs
provide a hint into this. The emission when accessing the S0
neutral state is characterized by β2 ∼ 2: the outgoing wave is
essentially a pure p-wave. The PADs associated with
detachment channel forming either T1 or T2 are much closer
to isotropic suggesting that the outgoing PE has a significant s-
wave contribution. In an electron capture process, the
symmetry of the electron is important and as the nonvalence
correlation-bound state is predominantly of s-character, it
follows that s-wave attachment may be more favorable than p-
wave attachment. As the formation of the S0 ground state in
photodetachment produces electrons of p-wave character, the
nonvalence CBS cannot capture the outgoing electron, while
for the T1 channel, it can. The recapture can lead to either
vibrational autodetachment from the nonvalence CBS leading
to slow electrons or can lead to the formation of valence-
bound anions with the subsequent ejection of electron by
thermionic emission. Unfortunately, we did not have the
required signal-to-noise to perform time-resolved PE imaging
experiments, which would be able to clearly identify the
invoked electron recapture process and ultimate autodetach-
ment mechanism.
4.3. Comment on the Nonvalence to Valence
Transition Mechanism in I−·M. Figure 8 implies an adiabatic
transition from nonvalence to valence state following photo-
excitation of I−·C6F6. The same overall picture has also been
used in the work by Neumark and co-workers to describe the
photoexcitation of I−·M, where M is a nucleobase.92 However,
we note that the final state of the reaction, I·M−, is simply a
local minimum on the same adiabatic potential energy surface
as I−·M. That is to say, both are in the ground electronic state.
Photoexcitation cannot access the ground state and a
nonadiabatic transition must take place between the initially
excited “charge-transfer” state and the final valence-bound state
of M−. Indeed, this is well-known for the case where M =
(H2O)l. Chergui and co-workers showed that the CTTS of
I−(aq) fluoresces,
97 in agreement with the interpretation of the
phase-resolved transient second-harmonic generation of I−(aq)
at the water/air interface.98,99 The same fluorescence will be
present when M = (H2O)n or a molecule. Hence, the overall
picture shown in Figure 8 is in fact somewhat more complex.
Finally we briefly comment that nonvalence to valence
transitions may also be possible in isolated molecular anions.
In the above, only clusters were considered, be they I−·M or
simply molecular cluster anions. A recent PE spectroscopy
study by the Wang group has provided some evidence for a
nonadiabatic transition from a nonvalence DBS to a triplet
state in the deprotonated 4,4′-biphenol anion.100 This not only
implies that nonvalence to valence transitions may be
important in intramolecular excited state dynamics of anions,
but also that intersystem crossing pathways may be readily
accessed.
5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The main purpose of this Feature Article is to highlight that
nonvalence states actively participate in the nonadiabatic
dynamics of excited states of anions and that time-resolved PE
imaging serves as an ideal spectral tool to probe their
dynamics. Valence to nonvalence state internal conversion is
important in photoexcited processes while nonvalence to
valence transitions are important in electron capture processes.
The participation of nonvalence states has so far only been
Figure 9. Nonvalence state dynamics in C6F6
− clusters. (a) 2D
photoelectron (PE) spectra of (C6F6)n
− with n = 1−4. The pink
square for n ≥ 2 indicates an observed low energy emission channel
that opens when the triplet of the neutral is accessed. (b) Schematic
diagram of proposed PE emission when forming the S0 neutral and
recapture by a nonvalence state when forming the T1 (and T2) in the
neutral.
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seen in a relatively small number of systems. However, we note
that a relatively small number of anions have been studied by
time-resolved PE spectroscopy and the signatures of non-
valence states in single-photon PE spectra are not obvious.
Hints for nonstatistical autodetachment processes can some-
times be seen in the low eKE PE spectra, but such fingerprints
do not guarantee that nonvalence states are responsible. It is
only through the use of time-resolved PE spectroscopy and
particularly imaging that a “smoking gun” can be found.
The observations and understanding of the role of
nonvalence state in anions is still in its infancy. From an
experimental perspective, studies to date have focused on
rather complex anions making assignment of specific vibra-
tional modes in the autodetachment or uncovering detailed
internal conversion mechanism difficult. From a theoretical
perspective, the problem is a challenging one: calculating
nonadiabatic dynamics for excited states and very weakly
bound states of anions that are buried in an autodetachment
continuum is far from trivial. Nevertheless, much effort has
been directed recently to developing electronic structure
methods to deal with such problems.101
While we hope that we have shown that nonvalence states in
anions are not a mere academic curiosity, a critical question
related to the role of nonvalence states is whether they are
relevant in condensed phases. To some extent, cluster work
can begin to address these questions and certainly, for
I−(H2O)n one can draw clear parallels with analogous
dynamics in the bulk102 or on surfaces.98,99 The main effect
of an environment is to increase the electron detachment
energies. As the nonvalence state is weakly bound, this also
means that the nonvalence states shift dramatically with
respect to the ground (valence) state. Hence, the nonvalence
states in, for example, isolated chromophores of photoactive
proteins are not likely to be important for the S1 state, but they
may be for higher-lying excited states where they could be
important precursors to photo-oxidation.56,103 As an example,
the absorption spectrum of the GFP chromophore suggests
that the binding pocket in the protein is more accurately
resembled by a vacuum than a solvent71,104 such that there
may be sufficient space to accommodate a nonvalence state.105
We have recently shown that the excluded volume imposed by
an aliphatic (noninteracting) chain does not appear to destroy
a nonvalence state,106 although it is clear from theoretical
considerations that the excluded volume does influence the
binding energy of a nonvalence state.107 Nevertheless, if the
space is restricted in a soft-matter environment, nonvalence
states associated with an anion may still be present. We note
that photo-oxidation of GFP has been observed following UV
excitation,108 which requires tunnelling through the pro-
tein.109,110 This would certainly be enhanced through a
molecular orbital that acted as a doorway for electron transfer.
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